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Earning Transaction Fees on your AvT

 



Background

Ethereum network fees are all time high, whilst 
scalability issues can potentially drive users and 
enterprises away from Ethereum.  

Aventus Network is a layer-2 scaling solution that 
enables digital asset issuance, management and 
ownership, bringing the scale of permissioned 
blockchain and the security and interoperability of 
public blockchains. All without the shortcomings of 
either world. 

The AvN is a fungible token scaling solution on 
Ethereum that seeks to bring scalability, reduced 
costs, improved privacy and enable companies in its 
ecosystem to capitalise on the resulting use cases.



The Aventus Network requires validator nodes to validate and process transactions. 

Aventus transaction validation works using a Proof-of Stake consensus. This ensures transparency, 
security, and fairness across the network through a distributed consensus whereby stakers or ‘Validators’ 
are incentivised to validate correct transactions only.

Why the Aventus Network 
needs transaction validators

Aventus Network runs off 10 nodes initially, each 
requiring 250,000 AVT. 

AVT holders can become validators by staking 
their AVT and associating with it a validator 
node. In return they earn their share of 
transaction fees from that node.



Traction
AvT Validator Registration Part 1 took place in 
February 2021 where the first Validators registered 
an interest to participate and start earning 
transaction fees. On March 31st, Part 2 opens to give 
AVT holders another chance to stake.

Aventus has signed exciting partnership with 
Cashback App, loyalty Cashback scheme operator 
active across 8 territories globally. 

AvN has already processed the first 2.5m of  8.5M+ 
historic transactions for users on test networks 
earning Validators from Part 1 more than 30,000 
AVT in fees.

Other meaningful partnerships: 



Aventus Network Validator 
Registration Round 1 & 2
In February 2021, we launched the Aventus Network Validator 
Registration Program Part 1 to let AVT holders stake their tokens 
and earn fees from transactions.

Holders staked more than 1.5m AVT.

To date the Aventus network has processed more than 2.5m 
transactions — earning Validators from Part 1 a total of 32,800 AVT 
in less than two months. 

Part 2 opens on March 31st at 9am UK time and closes on 
Sunday April 11th at midnight. 

This gives AVT holders the chance to fill the remaining approx. 
900,000 tokens and begin earning their share of more than 6.5m 
historic transactions plus all live transactions moving forward from 
current and new partnerships.



Staking and Earning Fees

The Aventus Network runs 10 nodes, each with an equal 
probability of selection to process transactions (i.e. 10% 
probability) 

The node will earn the fees associated with the 
processed transactions 

This will be at an average of $0.01 per transaction.

Each node will have a total stake of 250,000 AVT which 
will be locked in from the moment the stake is 
contributed until 01/02/2022

Reward is paid out proportionate to the total stake
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Visualisation

1) Registered 
validators send AVT to 
the round 2 validator 
registration smart 
contract on 
Ethereum.

2) 11th April: that AVT is 
staked on different 
Aventus Network 
associated with nodes.

Any stake not 
contributed is topped 
up by Aventus.

3) Nodes continue 
processing the remainder of 
8.5m historic transactions, 
plus ongoing transactions 
from current and new 
partnerships, earning 
validators fees on every 
transaction. 

NOTE: Validators earn historical 
fees for transactions already 
processed for the first two 
months of operation for the 
node stake to which they 
contribute.

4) Each month those fees 
are transferred from the 
nodes to the validator 
registration smart 
contract.

5) AVT holders who 
sent their AVT to 
the validator 
registration smart 
contract can now 
retrieve their share 
of the fees.

Repeat 3-5 until all historic 
transactions are onboarded



How it works

Prospective validators (any AVT 
holders who participate) will 
receive a link to the validator 
registration DApp after 
accepting the terms and 
conditions.

All Aventus smart 
contracts have 
been 
independently 
audited by a third 
party.

The prospective validator 
deposits their chosen 
amount of AVT (there is 
no minimum) and 
associates it with one of 
the 10 nodes using the 
smart contract by 
following the how to 
guide sent in the email 
when registering*

Each month, the 
validator will be 
able to withdraw 
their share of the 
transaction fees 
associated with 
the validator node.
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* NOTE: If you try to stake 
as a validator without 
registering with the 
correct Ethereum 
address and contact 
detail you may be at risk 
of losing all AVT 
contributed.



How to participate

Purchase AVT 
on Uniswap, 

HitBTC, 
Mercatox 

Send AVT to 
the Aventus 

validator 
registration 

smart 
contract

There will be 
10 buckets 
available to 
get involved 

in staking

Any amount of 
AVT contributed 
to a bucket will 

receive that 
share of the fees 
associated with 

that bucket



Risks

Subject to acceptance of 
the governing agreement 
and terms and conditions, 
available at

https://aventus.io/resources
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Participate today to begin earning 
transactions fees from your AVT.


